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Mission Statement
No one is useless in this world who lightens 

the burdens of another. 

Together, we will provide underprivileged youth in countries around the world the 
ability to participate in organized sports. By teaming up with organizations around 
the world we invest in the lives of children to empower them to lead a better life. Our 
goal is to show the positive impact that crypto can have in today’s society. With the 
help of investors, we can provide innovative solutions to assist families all over the 
world. 

Stats
● 92% less likely to get involved with drugs
● 80% less likely to get pregnant
● 3 times more likely to graduate than non-athletes
● Of students who exercised six to seven days, 15% reported suicidal ideation, and 6.4% 

reported a suicide attempt in the past year, compared to 24.6% and 10.3% of students 
who exercised zero to one day

● Getting people active could save the the global economy nearly $68 billion annually in 
medical costs and productivity

For more information on the benefits of youth sports click here

“
- Charles Dickens 

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin
https://www.aspenprojectplay.org/youth-sports-facts/benefits
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Charity
Our philosophy focuses on helping children all over the world by providing funding for 
children’s sports programs and scholarships. As a Canada Coin holder, you will 
directly make an internationally positive impact on future generations.

Canada Coin is happy to team up with Ipoderac – a foundation focused on helping 
kids stay off the streets. On June 18th, Canada Coin had the pleasure to fly to Mexico 
for a weekend of fun with all the children. We delivered sports equipment, jerseys 
and exchanged a few laughs. This experience has made us even more passionate 
about our altruistic goals. We cannot wait to see how far this journey takes us. 
Through crypto we will change the world one smile at a time!

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin
https://www.ipoderac.org/
https://www.ipoderac.org/
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CADA Relaunch Roadmap
Nov 10th    The snapshot is taken, trading is paused, and CADA Relaunch is 
announced

Nov 11th – 22nd   Tokens are returned, any private sales are made, and LP is 
swapped to the new contract

Nov 22nd   New CADA Contract and audit are published, Presale AMA and 
Marketing week begins

Nov 30th  CADA Presale Goes Live – Soft Cap 200BNB.  Hard Cap 400BNB

Dec 2nd  CADA Relaunch Goes Live with NFT Marketplace

Dec 2nd – 9th CADA Existing Holders are issued their tokens. 20% of existing balance 
bonus airdropped over the course of the week.

Dec 2nd – 9th CADA Presale Place Holders are issued their tokens with 10% presale 
purchase bonus airdropped over the course of the week.

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin
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Tax Model
The CADA Token has a total supply of 1 Billion. The current tax model is 12% on purchases and 
14% on sales. The transaction tax is distributed into four different categories:

● 5% BNB Rewards
● 3% LP feedback
● 2% CADA Token Marketing/Charity (+1% sale) 
● 2% Community Development (+1% sale) 

The NFT Marketplace will place a 5% tax on the sale of a CADASCAN verified NFT, and the 
remainder is paid to the artist in the same currency as the listing, CADA or BNB.

● 2% CADA Token Marketing/Charity 
● 2% Community Development
● 1% LP feedback

The GAME ON Gaming Center will provide players will numerous opportunities to complete 
for BNB reward pools. The distribution of rewards is as follows:
● 50% BNB Rewards to the winner(s) 
● 45% Direct donation to a community voted charity
● 2% CADA Token Marketing/Charity 
● 2% Community Development
● 1% LP feedback

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin
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Tax Model Explained
BNB Reward Pool

The 5% BNB rewards are collected from each transaction and released to holders every hour. 
They are issued in relation to percentage share of circulating supply.

LP Feedback: 

The 3% Liquidity Pool or (LP) feedback helps keep the Liquidity Pool growing to assure a 
healthy transaction process. Liquidity Pools are essential for the DEFI process and act as an 
automatic market maker or (AMM). For more information on how Liquidity Pools work click 
HERE.

Marketing/Charity: 

To be able to expand Canada Coins reach we have instituted a 2% tax that will be used to 
market the project. By marketing, Canada Coin will be able to gain new holders which will help 
everyone win including our charity. The marketing fund is tied to the charity so that the funds 
can be easily utilized for charitable events and marketing but not limited by one or the other.

Sales Tax:

The sales tax is to act as one more layer to help discourage whales from unloading. The 2% 
sales tax is only applied to sales. The sales tax is split 50/50,  1% will be added to the charity 
and marketing wallet, and the other 1% will be used to support the hard-working members of 
our community, and the development of future projects.

***Canada Coin is a firm believer that investors at any level of experience with cryptocurrency should 
easily be able to track all transactions at their discretion. We have not implemented automated 
taxation in the form of a buyback for this reason. These can be issued to owner wallets and used to 
conceal transactions from a community. Buybacks and burns will take place manually with issued 
transaction tracking during promoted community events and charity polls. This will help Canada Coin 
promote future events and market to potential new investors.

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin
https://finematics.com/liquidity-pools-explained/
https://finematics.com/liquidity-pools-explained/
https://finematics.com/liquidity-pools-explained/
https://finematics.com/liquidity-pools-explained/
https://finematics.com/liquidity-pools-explained/
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CADA Scan V2
CADA Scan is a next generation token scanning analysis and diagnostics tool. As you 
have already found CanadaCoin there is no reason to buy any other token, but if you 
are a bit of a gambler and want to take the risk on a new token why not count the 
cards? With CADA Scan on your side you will get a more in depth look into whether 
your speculative token purchase is likely a scam or not. 

Features:
● In-depth contract analysis 
● Developer wallet analysis
● Whale analysis  
● Rug-pull likelihood 
● Honeypot likelihood
● Pump-and-dump likelihood
● PancakeSwap Token Charts

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin
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Road Map

NFT Marketplace Release

GAME ON Sports Themed NFT Gaming 
Center Launch

Q3-2021

Q3-2021

Q4-2021

Q4-2021

CADAX V2 Migration
Coin Gecko listing

CADA SCAN V1 Release

Charity Announcements
Staking Platform CADA Crypt -

Initial Development
CADA SCAN V2 Release

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin
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Meet the team
CEO

Our CEO Khole Dallas, has been immersed in the crypto market 
for over 10 years and is passionate about the future economics 
where a decentralized currency is what will be used on a day to 
day basis. His expertise in blockchain and training in developing 
crypto currencies along with his vision for a successful coin make 
him the right person to lead Canada Coin to a successful project.

Marc La Liberté joins Canada Coin with over 20 years of 
operational management experience, strongly focused on startup 
companies and redevelopment. His enthusiasm for blockchain 
technology is complimented by a consuming work ethic that 
successfully guides projects to completion, and innovation. A 
native of Vancouver, British Columbia, Marc hopes to one day 
return to the Lower Mainland with his wife and two sons to 
continue his career in cryptocurrency as global adoption 
continues to advance.

COO

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin
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Special Thanks
Canada Coin would like to thank everyone that has 
contributed their time and support to this amazing 
project. Without our team none of this would have been 
possible.

We thank all of those that are out fighting the good fight, 
warning those that are consumed by scams and rug pulls.  
With CADA Scan we will be one step closer to a better 
crypto environment.  

Thank you to our charitable partner Ipoderac working 
with us in our quest to help children.

The community support has been nothing less than 
astounding, without that support CanadaCoin would not 
be able to live out its mission to lift up underprivileged 
youth around the world. “Wen Lambo” may be a meme to 
most of us, but “Wen next meal” is a real question for a 
lot of these young people. By giving these children 
access to youth sports and equipment, they can look 
forward to something fun in a world of strife. They can 
learn life skills that statistically have a huge impact on 
their future. For your contribution to this virtuous cause 
we thank you.

Last but not least thank you to the children for helping us 
look inward and become better people. You are our 
future and we thank you for your courage and 
determination to push on. 

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin
https://www.ipoderac.org/
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Disclaimer
While this whitepaper outlines the project’s goals and ethos, this document is not 
legally binding and does not constitute any form of financial or investment advice. 
Nor should it be considered a final version and is subject to change without prior 
notice as the project is always evolving and the team is looking for the best 
opportunities and developments for the community.

https://linktr.ee/CanadaCoin

